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“And by the time you got down here, there were 

already ancient forests, and indeed there were 

already animals, wildfowl, rivers, seeds, flora, 

beauteous. There were already canyons and 

mountains, and there were already succulent fruits 

to eat. Now somebody before you did that.”

— Ramtha

Ramtha


A Snowfall of Gods
Excerpt from:

A Master’s Reflection on 
the History of Humanity, Part I

Now how many of you in this audience had the splendid opportunity to be 
sitting or standing in a particular place when the great white silence starts 
to fall from the sky? Raise your hands. Ah, you do not know what the great 

white silence is? Snow. How many of you have looked up and watched it fall? Ah, so be it. 
Now did you not think that was beautiful? How many of you thought that was beautiful? 
Well, that is an extraordinarily simple analogy of individuals falling in involution through 
the planes.1

So the point is that you made it all the way down here. You are now in what is called 
human evolution on this plane. But now were you the first snowflake to fall? No. How 
about the second? Do I hear third, fourth, fifth, sixth? No, you weren’t. So now is it possible, 
my beloved people, that while you were up here on ultraviolet blue enjoying that exquisite 
body of yours, that there are others that were already taking the leap and were falling and 
having conflict in the light and moving through that which is termed infrared and finally 
made it here? Is it possible? How many of you agree? Absolutely.

Now by the time you got here on this place that we call Terra — that is what you call the 
Earth — by the time you got here, those Gods who came before you were busy doing what 
they do best, creating reality, you know, consciousness and energy creating the nature of 
reality. And they had already pioneered this place by the time you got here. So let’s examine 
some of their work. Well, most of modern culture only accepts that which is termed that 
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humanity has been around for a couple of million years. But society, in its most esteemed 
and evolved state, has only been around, say, approximately two thousand or maybe even 
five thousand years ago. What if I told you that you have had flourishing civilizations that 
have outmatched and outmarveled any of your present-day technology and that the last 
one to be here, who had not only a command of space and time but interdimensional space 
and time, and that they had the extraordinary ability to bend space and they could move 
interstellar, and that group was last here 455,000 years ago?

Now I know that is contradictory to your scientists, but what do they know? They have 
only been around this lifetime. But here is the point. The point is that humanity, as it is 
known, is much older than what science perceives it to be. And as far as human reckoning, 
well, I tell you that the last civilization of 455,000 years ago was not nearly as brilliant as 
the one who was here ten million years ago.

So do snowflakes fall? Yes, indeed they do. Do they fall in a particular order? Who is to 
say what snowflake decided to come first out of the clouds and which one dallied around 
and waited until the last minute? 

Now when did you come here? When did you get here? For this group, you got here 
when there were already Gods that had created flora and fauna and beasts and wildflower, 
had already created that which is termed spice and root and seed. They had already created 
variations of grasses and potential trees, and they created fruit that have long been extinct 
on this plane. And how did they create it? Well, they did exactly what they were taught 
long ago. They took and aligned their focus with a dream and went analogical with it. Now 
how do we affect an environment that is already static, indeed, that is already here? Simple, 
the same way that we affect the environments that we once lived upon. We affected those 
environments by bringing with us the knowledge of our involution. Based upon that which 
is termed our knowledge, with our soul memory, we can focus with this body a new dream, 
a variation on the palm, because we need a variation on the palm. We need a palm that can 
survive water. And how do we do that? All we do is design such a plant and take it to its 
analogical position of Point Zero.

Now this is where the God is so remarkable. The palm already exists. The variation of the 
palm is worked upon by someone who decides they would like for this plant to be seafaring 
and survive. So all they had to do as Gods — even though they are in a morbid-looking 
little body — all they had to do was desire it and desire it with such intensity that they, as 
consciousness and energy, the primal Source, as Observers, are the lawgivers to an ocean of 
energy. And the palm tree is nothing more than coagulated thought, energy formed into mass 
and given its distinctive characteristics by the God who created it.

Now science has a way of proving some of this by at least suggesting that the Observer 
in us is what causes particle fields to react. Moreover, science says, if they are to be believed, 
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that energy is in the form of a wave and that that wave cannot only undulate but, the 
moment it is observed, can collapse in solid form. When the Observer moves away, then 
the solid form unwinds and starts to undulate again. So who is the Observer? The Observer 
is you. What is reality? A field of potential energy, though coagulated, can be dissolved and 
re-formed according to thought, focused thought. Now all that entity needed to do was to 
dream an extended version of the palm. And all he had to do is to see its succulent fruit 
floating — that is all he had to do — and to hold it intently.

Now because he is or she is a traveler in a slower time frame, it is going to take a little 
longer for that energy to change than, say, if that palm tree existed on the sixth plane. 
How many of you understand? So be it. But, nonetheless, it is going to change. And why? 
Because a God has wished it to change. And who is the God? Well, the God is none other 
than the Observer in science. The Observer, you know, that one that can cause energy that 
undulates wildly to collapse into any form that the Observer perceives it to collapse into, 
and that energy is susceptible to the way that we think. It is true. 

So it is possible then that the original Gods who came here went through a whole stage 
of evolution prior to your snowflake forming and falling here. And by the time you got down 
here, there were already ancient forests, and indeed there were already animals, wildfowl, 
rivers, seeds, flora, beauteous. There were already canyons and mountains, and there were 
already succulent fruits to eat. Now somebody before you did that. And you came down 
here, way out here, falling like a snowflake into the womb of some primitive humanoid who 
just happens to be copulating that night. And your energy field is this. We have studied 
today known energy fields that are none other than the range and depth and the width of 
undulating energy. So here [fourth plane] we have a short range, here [third plane] we have 
a longer range, and here [second plane] we have even a longer range, and here [first plane] 
we have even a longer range, and that all of this energy is susceptible to us because that is 
the way that we created it. 

And so when we got here and we happened to fall upon two passionate lovers — God 
help us where they were — then our snowflake of potential energy fell into the seed/womb 
of a creature, which would become the new body. 

Now you may be a spiritual entity in infrared and you are Earthbound and you are 
haunting this place. The problem with you lingering so close to the Earth plane is that you 
do not have the vehicle appropriate for its time, and because you don’t, which means you 
do not have the body appropriate for its time, then you don’t get to smell the plants, and 
indeed you don’t have a tongue to taste the plants. You don’t have eyes to perceive the 
color azure blue, and you don’t have the body that can comprise its feelings into emotion 
to feel the movement that one feels when one is embraced by a fellow creature. So you 
reach out to grab the rose and your hand moves through it, because your hand in infrared 
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“So in order to make the last fall, you have got to fall into the body 

that is vibrating at the same rate that the rose is. That way you 

can taste the fruit. Understand? You can see azure blue and you 

can feel the embrace of one of these human beings. So that is what 

you did.”

— Ramtha

is vibrating faster than the rose that is vibrating slower. Do you understand? How many of 
you understand? So in order to make the last fall, you have got to fall into the body that is 
vibrating at the same rate that the rose is. That way you can taste the fruit. Understand? 
You can see azure blue and you can feel the embrace of one of these human beings. So that 
is what you did. 

And you came here in a sort of ready-made environment. But does that mean because 
there was already plant life here, that the grand creators that came before you, that you 
were not supposed to change what they had set in motion? No, you are supposed to change 
what is set in motion, because energy is susceptible to thought and needs to be evolved to its 
higher plane of existence. So you got down here and started changing things. Understand? 
How many of you understand?

Now what did you know? Well, if you have never run into a tree — if you have never 
run into a tree on Terra — with a human body, then how do you think you could even 
identify what a tree is? So you come down here in a body and you can’t even see them. You 
know why you can’t see them? Because they are not in your consciousness. And why aren’t 
they in your consciousness? Because you weren’t the person who created them. So the first 
time that you have an interaction with a real live tree is when you are running amok and 
you bump into something. And the something that you bump into, you see for the first 
time. And the moment you see the first tree, you can see the rest of them. How many of 
you understand?

So how much stuff was down here that you never knew because you didn’t run around 
bumping into it or you didn’t eat it? Well, a great deal, as a matter of fact. When you first 
came in then, if you didn’t even know what a tree was, then that should tell you that your 
wisdom for creating was grossly insufficient. Do you understand? So what evolution is about 
in the human life, since there is not a lower element than this one, is that we must move 
forward in its time-flow. And in order to do that, we must slowly grow in a human body, 
get used to using the faculties of a human body that brings about emotional understanding. 
Now that can take a long time. 
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For information on Ramtha and Ramtha’s School of Enlightenment, please contact: 
Ramtha’s School of Enlightenment, P. O. Box 1210, Yelm, WA 98597, 

or call 1.800.347.0439, 1.360.458.5201. 
Visit us online at www.ramtha.com or www.jzkpublishing.com

Endnotes

1 According to Ramtha’s cosmology, there are seven planes of existence corresponding to seven 
levels of consciousness and energy. These seven levels were created through the process of 
involution or self-reflection of consciousness. The physical universe belongs to the first plane, 
Hertzian, the slowest energy frequency. The second plane corresponds to social consciousness 
and infrared frequency, the third plane to conscious awareness and visible light, the fourth plane 
to bridge consciousness and ultraviolet blue, the fifth plane to superconsciousness and x-ray, the 
sixth plane to hyperconsciousness and gamma ray, and the seventh plane to ultraconsciousness and 
Infinite Unknown frequency. For a full exposition of Ramtha’s seven levels of consciousness and 
energy and the process of involution and evolution, see A Beginner’s Guide to Creating Reality, Third 
Edition. (Yelm: JZK Publishing, a division of JZK, Inc., 2004).
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